Supporting People Receiving Substance Use Treatment during COVID-19 through a Professional-Moderated Online Peer Support Group
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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated the ongoing opioid crisis in the United States. Individuals with a substance use disorder are vulnerable to relapse during times of acute stress. Online peer support communities (OPSCs) have the potential to decrease social isolation and increase social support for participants. In September 2020, we launched a private, professional-moderated OPSC using the Facebook Group platform to study its effects on the mental health wellness of women undergoing substance use treatment. This study was particularly meaningful as the participants were not able to join in-person treatment sessions due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Preliminary findings indicate that study participants reported decreased loneliness and increased online social support three months after initiating the OPSC. They tended to interact with content initiated by a clinical professional more than those generated by peers.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems → Social networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ongoing opioid crisis in the United States has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Approximately 47,000 Americans died from an overdose involving opioids in 2018 and two million met the diagnostic criteria for an opioid use disorder (OUD) in 2017 [12]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that deaths from opioids increased to 75,673 in 2021, rising 28.5% from the previous year [15]. The use of synthetic opioids (i.e., fentanyl and fentanyl analogs) continues to increase in the U.S. both preceding and during the COVID-19 pandemic [5].

Individuals with substance use disorders (SUDs) are vulnerable to relapse during times of acute stress [13]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many individuals with SUDs are coping with increased stress and social isolation at a time when their treatment programs have been occasionally closed or replaced with telehealth. In-person group therapy, a key component to substance use treatment, is often eliminated to comply with social distancing guidelines. Loneliness, which has increased for some people during the pandemic, is common among individuals with SUDs and its alleviation might lead to lower substance use risk [10, 17].
The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes peer support as a promising approach in chronic disease management and health promotion [3]. The rationale behind utilizing peer support to complement clinical care is that individuals with ongoing health conditions such as diabetes, cancer, and mental health conditions require ongoing support to navigate life circumstances that could interrupt their care regimen and potentially interfere with their recovery. Peer support can connect people who share similar conditions and lived experiences, potentially providing instrumental, informational, and emotional support in initiating and sustaining positive health behaviors. In contrast, studies have shown social isolation, both actual and perceived, to increase likelihood of mortality and morbidity [4, 9].

Online peer support communities (OPSCs) allow individuals to interact with their treatment peers, thereby providing social support and even unique insights from peers that professionals may not have [1, 11, 14, 19]. Its online nature allows individuals to connect regardless of physical location, encouraging social interaction that is limited for many while social distancing during the pandemic. With regard to the OPSC format, a study found participants with weight loss goals perceived higher levels of functional social support in a Facebook-based OPSC than those in an anonymous online forum format, possibly owning to the identified user profiles of Facebook that makes people feel that they are connecting with 'real' people [20].

A concern with identified OPSCs, however, is whether people would be open to discussing sensitive and potentially stigmatizing health conditions such as substance use. Andalibi found that sensitive self-disclosure of pregnancy loss to one’s existing network on Facebook may transform interpersonal relationships to become more supportive, especially if a self-disclosure was reciprocated [2]. Another study of a private Facebook group for people living with HIV suggested that while participants perceived improvement in overall well-being and social support, the participation level was low due to the lack of social media use experience and privacy concerns [6].

Professional-moderated OPSCs provide access to clinical staff, creating a novel way for individuals to remain in contact with both their treatment peers and staff. A meta-analysis found that professional-led psychotherapy and exercise programs were more effective in reducing depressive symptoms than peer support group discussions [19]. A systematic review also suggested that professional moderation could be used to mitigate the potential risk of triggering comments in self-led OPSCs [18].

To summarize, OPSCs have been found to increase perceived social support for participants, which is critical for the self-management of mental health, but a lack of professional supervision may render participants vulnerable to misinformation or triggering comments. Less is known about whether identified, professional-led OPSCs can be a viable supplementary resource for people undergoing substance use treatment. In September 2020, we launched a private OPSC using the Facebook Group platform with the goals of providing additional support for patients in an outpatient substance use treatment program whose regular programming had switched to telehealth due to the COVID pandemic, as well as gathering data on the association between OPSC participation and clinical outcomes.

We hypothesized that the OPSC may increase participants’ perceived social support and decrease loneliness. Next, we will share our study protocol and report preliminary study results.

2 STUDY PROTOCOL

Participants: Patients were recruited from an outpatient substance use treatment program for women in Philadelphia, PA, USA. They were approached via phone by research staff regarding their interest in participating in a private OPSC. Within one week of enrollment, participants completed all baseline measures. Measures were administered as phone interviews by research staff. Study participants received a $25 gift card for completing the surveys at intake and during follow-up. The study was approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review Board (Protocol Number IRB0007282).

OPSC Intervention: A private group was set up on Facebook with the privacy setting that only current members of the group could view members and activities within the group. A direct link to join the group was sent to study participants. A credentialed substance use counselor initiated weekly discussion topics related to substance use recovery, coping skills and wellness. The OPSC also featured daily inspirational messages and COVID-19 best practices generated by research staff. Participants were encouraged, but not obligated, to participate in the discussions and to interact with each other via posting at any time of the day. The discussions were moderated by staff to address informational questions and to provide additional support as needed. Participants agreed to adhere to community guidelines before entering the OPSC.

Measures: Loneliness, online social support, and COVID-19 impact were assessed. The Loneliness Scale-6 (LS-6) [7] is a 6-item measure of a respondent’s overall sense of loneliness. The Online Social Support Scale (OSSS) [16] assesses perceived social support obtained while engaging with online social media sites. The Epidemic-Pandemic Impact Inventory (EPII) [8] is a 92-item measure that assesses a wide range of impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on individuals’ physical health, social activities and home life. A composite score can be used to assess the overall impact of COVID-19 experienced by a respondent. The LS-6 and OSSS were re-administered three months after participants enrolled in the OPSC. In addition, we tabulated participants’ OPSC participation frequency over the three months following enrollment.

3 PRELIMINARY STUDY RESULTS

Thirteen women attending the treatment program participated in the OPSC (mean age = 40.2 years, SD = 13.1, range: 24-71; 85% Black, 8% Latino, 8% White). Over three months, the study participants generated 53 posts, 187 comments, and 388 likes. Compared to posting, they were more likely to comment ($\chi^2 = 74.82, p < 0.001$) or like ($\chi^2 = 254.48, p < 0.001$) others’ messages.

The weekly discussion topics initiated by the counselor received 101 comments ($M = 3.7, SD = 2.8$) and 84 likes ($M = 0.7, SD = 1.3$) from study participants, whereas daily motivational messages and health tips created by staff received 45 comments ($M = 0.4, SD = 1.0$) and 199 likes ($M = 1.1, SD = 1.1$) from participants. Messages originated by study participants received 40 comments ($M = 0.8, SD = 1.9$) and 105 likes ($M = 0.4, SD = 1.0$) from peers. Unpaired
two-sample Wilcoxon tests suggested that the study participants commented on the counselor’s posts ($p < 0.001$) and liked the staff’s posts ($p < 0.001$) significantly more than they did on peer-generated content.

Women who reported greater loneliness also reported experiencing greater impact from the COVID pandemic ($p = 0.55$, $p = 0.05$) and less social support from online sources at study intake ($p = -0.57$, $p = 0.04$). Among the eleven participants who completed assessments at both baseline and three-month follow-up, loneliness decreased by 18% ($M = 3.0$, $SD = 1.7$ at baseline; $M = 2.4$, $SD = 1.4$ at three-month follow-up) while perceived online social support increased by 30% ($M = 90.6$, $SD = 36.3$ at baseline; $M = 117.8$, $SD = 27.4$ at three-month follow-up). We did not test for statistical significance of these changes due to the small sample size.

4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Our study provides initial data on the impact of a professional-moderated, identified OPSC for people receiving substance use treatment. In terms of participation patterns, we found that not only were the study participants more inclined to make a comment instead of originating a post, they tended to interact with content initiated by the counselor and staff more than those generated by peers. This provides evidence that professional-moderated OPSCs may be more effective than self-led groups in engaging participation. The overall participation level was low considering, on average, participants made only 0.21 messages (post or comment) per day per person. This is consistent with previous studies that suggest privacy concerns and lack of technology experience may hinder participation in identified OPSCs for sensitive health conditions.

Despite the low level of active participation, we did find that participants in the OPSC enhanced their perceived social support while reporting decreased loneliness. This suggests that those who opted for silent participation, i.e., reviewing group activities without active response in the form of posting may also benefit from the OPSC. Further research, however, is needed both to identify ways to enhance participant engagement in the OPSC as well as to examine the extent that the OPSC, and not competing experiences, might be responsible for observed changes.

To conclude, the current study shows promising results that a professional-moderated OPSC may serve as a social support resource for individuals in an outpatient substance use treatment program. Our next step is to expand the program enrollment to increase the study sample size and to test ways to enhance engagement with continued professional support. With the significant shift to telehealth during the COVID-19 pandemic, there is an expectation that remote components of substance use treatment will continue and will need to be evidence-based to be sustainable. Outcomes of an expanded study of OPSCs may support its need with the expectation that there will be healthcare insurance coverage to ensure its efficacy into the future. In addition, the multiple challenges faced by individuals in SUD recovery can limit time available to participate in onsite group treatment. The use of an asynchronous OPSC could become a strong compliment and component to traditional onsite treatment.
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